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“An effective healing system
begins with a model.
The 5phaZic model.”
- Frank A. Charles, ND

The 5phaZic healing system provides strategies while Anova Health training
and distribution provides the tactics.
Schedule a FREE Complimentary 15 minute 5phaZic overview to determine
how just one of our technologies might boost your practice outcomes.
Call us now at 864-214-2264 or email us at support@anovahealth.com.

Anova assists physicians to discover missing and potential dynamic
technology pieces within their unique practice focus. If an important
missing piece fits we can assist clinics in the integration of that piece,
yielding improved patient protocol designs and ultimately outcomes.

Anova Health Distribution

What Is The 5phaZic healing system?
The 5phaZic healing system is a simple yet powerful extension of
a health model as taught and utilized by Frank A. Charles, ND.
This 5phaZic model is based upon unchangeable health principles
as contained and expressed in natural physical laws.
The 5phaZic model was born when Frank A. Charles, ND
synthesized and evolved a foundational model for teaching
and guiding clients in his years of practice as a Naturopath in
Minneapolis, MN, Asheville, NC and Greenville, SC.
Its purpose was to provide a road map to help patients clarify,
evaluate, and select products and technologies across a field of
diverse 5phaZic therapies in the field of natural healing.

The 5phazic and Health Practitioners
Dr. Charles’ further experience using the 5phaZic with physicians has
come as VP of Research and Physician Support Services for Anova
Health Inc. Today the 5phaZic provides a framework to explore,
expand or simply sharpen current clinical tools while delivering
improved outcomes. The 5phaZic grid map framework allows us and
client practitioners to get a vision and understanding of what they are
currently doing and where new potential technologies could lead.

Anova Health is a 5phaZic training, fulfillment and distribution center.
It also supplies 5 phaZic training and product technologies covering
33 product lines and 7,000 products. Anova can help your practice
to discover and integrate missing pieces across all 5phaZic healing
system technology classifications.

“Strategy without tactics is the slowest route to victory.
Tactics without strategy is the noise before defeat.”

-Sun Tzu

